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SENSITIVITY OF DIFAS, jMetrik and STATA SOFTWARE IN DETERMINING 

GENDER DIF USING MH PROCEDURE 

Abstract 

The analysis of differential item functioning (DIF) examines whether item responses differ 

according to background information such as gender, location, language spoken and type of school 

when people with equivalent ability levels have different probability of responding to items. This 

analysis can be performed by calculating various statistics, one of the most important being the 

Mantel-Haenszel, which can be carried out with software programs such as jMetrik, DIFAS and, 

more recently, STATA. In this perspective, the purpose of this study is to compare the sensitivity 

of these three software programs in detecting gender DIF and their corresponding effect size by 

using 50 multiple-choice integrated science real data. The procedural characteristics and the results 

obtained from the same dataset were thus compared by the three programs. DIFAS and jMetrik 

always provide equivalent results, while STATA is less accurate when using the thin matching 

strategy. The results also showed that DIFAS was the easiest to run, especially for testing 

practitioners, with the second offering a broader range of results for key characteristics for 

detecting DIF. 

Keywords: STATA, jMetrik, DIFAS, Gender DIF, Effect size, MH Procedure 

Introduction 

In the high-stakes testing world, assessment researchers consistently evaluate the fairness 

of tests and explore the reasons behind achievement gaps and poor academic performance of some 

examinees (Sabatini et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2016). The items of an examination show 

differential item functioning (DIF) when subjects with the same ability level for the characteristics 

or attributes being measured, but who belong to different groups (demographic, linguistic, or 
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cultural), have a different chance of giving a correct item response (Millsap & Everson, 1993). 

Differential item functioning (DIF) is a statistical characteristic of an item that shows the extent to 

which the item might be measuring different abilities for members of separate subgroups. Average 

item scores for subgroups having the same overall score on the test are compared to determine 

whether the item is measuring in essentially the same way for all subgroups (Camilli & Shepard, 

1994). The presence of DIF requires review and judgment, and it does not necessarily indicate the 

presence of bias. DIF analysis indicates unexpected behaviour of items on a test. An item does not 

display DIF if people from different groups have a different probability to give a certain response; 

it displays DIF if and only if people from different groups with the same underlying true ability 

have a different possibility of giving a correct response. 

DIF is usually studied by comparing two groups of subjects: the reference group (generally 

the majority/group having an advantage), and the focal group (generally a minority group/ group 

being at a disadvantage). Between these two groups, DIF may appear as uniform or non-uniform. 

In the former, there is no interaction between the score level of the attribute or trait being measured 

and membership of a given group, i.e. the probability of giving a correct response to the item is 

consistently higher for one group than the other across all score levels of the attribute. However, 

in the case of non-uniform DIF, there is an interaction, i.e. the likelihood of giving a correct 

response to the item in the two groups is not the same for all score levels of the attribute/trait/ability 

being measured (Chalmers, 2018). 

Over the last decade, a lot of statistical methods developed for detecting measurement bias 

in psychological and educational tests have been reviewed. Earlier methods for assessing 

measurement bias generally have been replaced by more sophisticated statistical techniques, such 

as the Mantel-Haenszel procedure, the standardization approach, logistic regression models, and 
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item response theory approaches. There have been a wide variety of statistical techniques for 

evaluating DIF in both dichotomous and polytomous items (Hidalgo & Gomez-Benito, 2010; 

Potenza & Dorans, 1995). Among these, the Mantel-Haenszel (MH) statistic is regarded as a 

reference technique due to its ease of use and the fact that it can be applied to small samples. These 

characteristics have meant that numerous studies in the applied field, such as those conducted by 

the Educational Testing Service (ETS), have used the MH statistic to detect DIF. Its usefulness in 

the field measurement and evaluation has also been the emphasis of most research (Guilera, 

Gomez-Benito & Hidalgo, 2009). 

Some specific software programs aimed at detecting DIF employing the MH procedure are 

now available, specifically, EZDIF (Waller, 1998), DIFAS (Penfield, 2005), EASY-DIF 

(Gonzalez, Padilla, Hidalgo, Gomez-Benito & Benitez, 2011), jMetrik (Meyer, 2009) and Stata 

(StataCorp, 1985). In this context, the purpose of this study was to examine the characteristics of 

three of these programs as well as their advantages and disadvantages. This was done by 

conducting a comparative analysis of a real science dataset using the three programs: DIFAS, 

jMetrik and Stata. This comparison was based not only on the instrumental and procedural 

characteristics of each software package but also on the results they provided following the 

analysis of common simulated and real datasets.  

The Mantel-Haenszel (MH) statistical procedure (Mantel & Haenszel,1959) is subtle to 

only one type of differential item functioning (DIF). It is not designed to detect DIF that has a non-

uniform effect across trait levels. By generalizing the model underlying the MH procedure, a more 

general DIF detection procedure has been developed (Swaminathan & Rogers, 1990). It consists 

of comparing the item performance of two groups (reference and focal), whose members were 

previously matched on the ability scale. The matching is done using the observed total test score 
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as a criterion or matching variable (Holland & Thayer, 1988). The Mantel-Haenszel statistic is 

based on a contingency table analysis. For dichotomous items, K contingency tables (2 × 2) are 

constructed for each item, where K is the number of test score levels into which the matching 

variable has been divided. Table 1 shows the 2 x 2 table for calculating the MH statistic for item i 

on a j score level in the test. 

  Table 1: Score on 𝒊𝒕𝒉item in j score 

Group 1  0 Total  

Reference Aj Bj NRi  

Focal Cj Dj NFj  

Total N1j N0j Nj 

 

In typical applications of the MH procedure, an item shows uniform DIF if the odds of 

correctly answering the analysed item at a given score level j is different for the two groups at 

some level j of the matching variable. The odds ratio (α) is given by: α = (pRj/1- pRj)/ (pFj/1- pFj) 

in which pRj and pFj are the correct item response probabilities for the reference group and focal 

group, respectively. The test score level j is calculated as follows: 

pFj =
𝐶𝑗

𝑁𝑗
 and pRj =

𝐴𝑗

𝑁𝑅𝑗
 

The MH statistic for detecting DIF in an item is expressed as: 

[| ∑  𝐴𝑗 − ∑  𝐸(𝐴𝑗)| − 0.5)]2𝐾
𝑗=1

𝐾
𝑗=1

∑ 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐴𝑗)𝐾
𝑗=1

 

in which E(Aj) = (NRjN1.j)/N..j and Var(Aj) = (NRjNFjN1.jN0.j)/(N..j)2(N..j – 1). The MH 
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statistic, under the null hypothesis, is distributed as a χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom. 

Under the MH procedure, an effect size estimate based on the common odds ratio 𝛼 is expressed 

as 

𝛼𝑀𝐻= 
[∑  𝐴𝑖𝐷𝑖/𝐾

𝑗=1 𝑁..𝑗

∑ 𝐵𝑖𝐶𝑖/𝐾
𝑗=1 𝑁..𝑗

 

Holland and Thayer (1988) proposed a logarithmic transformation of α for interpretive 

purposes, intending to obtain a symmetrical scale in which a zero value indicates an absence of 

DIF, a negative value indicates that the item favours the reference group over the focal group, and 

a positive value indicates DIF in the opposite direction. This transformation is expressed as 

ΔαMH = –2.35 ln (αMH) 

Based on this transformation, Zwick and Ercikan (1989) proposed the following 

interpretation guidelines to evaluate the DIF effect size: 

1. Type A items—negligible DIF: items with ΔαMH < |1|. 

2. Type B items—moderate DIF: items with |1| ≤ _ ΔαMH ≤ |1.5|, and the MH test statistically 

significant. 

3. Type C items—large DIF: items with ΔαMH > |1.5|, and the MH test statistically significant. 

Zwick and Ercikan (1989) pointed out that Type B items could be used in the test if there 

are no others to replace them, and that Type C items will be selected only if they are necessary to 

meet test specifications. Based on the general characteristics of the MH procedure, new statistics 

have also been developed, for example, the Breslow-Day chi-square (Breslow & Day, 1980) and 

new procedures for DIF detection such as the combined decision rule (Penfield, 2003). 

Methodology 
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A real dataset was used to compare the three software programs. The dataset comes from 

the responses 2016 Integrated Science West African Senior Secondary Certificate Examination 

(WASSCE) which were organized by West African Examination Council (WAEC) to assess 

candidates who have completed three-year Senior High School Education. The WASSCE 

Integrated Science consists of three papers, Paper 1, Paper 2 and Paper 3. Paper 1 will usually be 

an objective – type test paper. Paper 2 will consist of structured questions or essay questions, 

essentially testing, Application of Knowledge”, but also consisting of some questions on 

Knowledge and Understanding. Paper 3 will be the practical test paper which is intended to 

evaluate candidates’ knowledge and ability in the diversity of matter, cycles, systems, energy and 

interactions of matter themes. Paper 1 used in the current study consist of 50 multiple-choice items 

with four response categories that can be coded according to a dichotomous system. 

For this study, a sample of 10, 313 respondents made up of 5,125 males and 5,118 females 

were extracted from the survey database In the DIF analysis the male group was defined as the 

reference group and the female examinees as the focal group. The participants’ responses were 

coded dichotomously. The analysis of characteristics and the comparison of the DIFAS, jMetrik, 

and Stata programs took into account several aspects. The first of these concerned procedural 

parameters such as how the programs could be obtained (availability, material, etc.), data handling 

and the analyses possible in each case. Subsequently, the results they provided were compared by 

analyzing a common dataset. 

Availability 

DIFAS, jMetik and Stata are currently the most used free software programs for evaluating 

DIF. These programs are run in Windows. All three can be obtained by contacting the authors and 
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downloading from the software web. The program installer for each package comes with a user 

manual. 

DIF Analyses for Dichotomous Items 

Firstly, procedural aspects related to the formatting and input of datasets for each of the 

three programs are considered. The steps required before analysis are described in each case. 

jMetrik:  

There are many ways to conduct a differential item functioning (DIF) analysis. jMetrik 

provides several useful statistics including the Mantel-Haenszel chi-square procedure, commons 

odds ratio effect size, standardized p-dif effect size, and ETS DIF classification levels. These 

statistics allow you to judge the statistical and practical significance of DIF. You must complete 

item scoring before you conduct a DIF analysis. To conduct a DIF analysis you need a matching 

variable such as a sum score. If one does not exist in your data table, you must create it using the 

Test Scaling procedures and possibly the Ranking procedures. 

1. Create a matching variable: If a matching variable does not exist in your data you can create 

one by computing a sum score. See the instructions for Test Scaling for directions on how 

to create a sum score. If a matching variable exists, then use it in the next step. 

2. Choose thick or thin matching: Thin matching involves all levels of a sum score. To use 

thin matching, select a sum score variable as your matching variable in DIF analysis. This 

method provides the best control over the measured trait, but it may result in sparse tables 

and omitted responses. Think matching preserves more of the data but gives you less 

control over the measured trait. For think matching group examinees into ordered groups 

such as deciles. Use the Deciles option of the Ranking procedure to rank examinees into 

ten groups. Use the new decile variable as your matching variable in the DIF analysis. 

http://www.internationaljournalisar.org/ijre/index.html
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3. Click Analyze > DIF: Mantel-Haenszel to start the DIF analysis dialog. 

4. Select the items you would like to study and move them to the top-right list by clicking the 

first select button. 

5. Select the matching variable and move it to the Matching Variable field by clicking the 

second select button. 

6. Select the DIF grouping variable and move it to the Group By field by clicking the last 

select button. An example grouping variable is a gender. 

7. Identify the Focal and reference group codes that are in your grouping variable. For 

example, the code F might indicate females in your DIF group variable and the code M 

might represent males. The case of the focal and reference group codes must match the 

case of the values listed for the DIF group variable. IF you use the wrong case, the program 

will not recognize the values in the group variable. 

8. You can run the analysis at this point, but you may want to change some of the default 

options. Binary item effect size – The default value is Common odds ratio option. This 

statistic ranges from 0 to positive infinity and has an expected value of unity. To use a more 

symmetric effect size, choose the ETS Delta option. The ETS statistic is a transformation 

of the common odds ratio that has values that range from about -4 to +4 and are centred 

about zero. 

DIFAS: To run DIF analyses for dichotomous items, follow these steps: 

1. In the “Select Items” list (the list at the far left of the Dichotomous Models Window), 

select the items to be studied for DIF. Note that by default, the “Range of Items” option is 

selected. In this mode, a range of items can be selected by first selecting the lower item 
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of the range and then the upper item of the range. To turn off the “Range of Items” option, 

click on the “Individual Items” option. 

2. In the “Select Groups” list (the list in the middle of the Dichotomous Models Window), 

select the variable designating the groups of interest. DIFAS permits only the comparison 

of two groups at a time. Below the variable selection box, specify the value designating 

reference group members, and the value designating focal group members. Any two 

numeric values may be used to designate the reference and focal groups. 

3. In the “Select Stratify” list (the list at the far right of the Dichotomous Models Window), 

specify the stratifying (or matching) variable. If you wish the total test score obtained from 

the items selected to be included in the DIF analysis to serve as the stratifying variable, 

ensure that the option “Stratify by sum” is selected. In this case, no variable needs to be 

selected from the “Select Stratify” list. Note that when DIFAS computes the total test score, 

any individual having a missing value is assigned a missing value for the total test score, 

and thus is ignored in the analyses. Thus, if you wish a total test score to be computed for 

individuals having missing values, be sure to code all missing values as “0” before 

importing the data file into DIFAS. If you wish the stratifying variable to be some other 

variable in the data file, click the option “Stratify by external”, and then select the external 

variable from the “Select Stratify” list. 

4. By default, DIFAS uses a stratum size of 1. You can, however, change this size by 

specifying a stratum size in the box located in the lower right portion of the Dichotomous 

Models Window. For example, if a stratum width of 2 is desired, then the user would 

change the 1 to a 2 in the “Stratum Size” box. 
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5. DIFAS can print out the number of reference and focal group members located in each 

stratum of the stratifying variable. To do so, select the “Print strata n” check box in the 

lower right portion of the Dichotomous Models Window. Once these three steps are 

completed, click on the OK button. The resulting output consists of two tables – a table 

containing the relevant DIF statistics, and a table containing the conditional differences in 

mean item score between the reference and focal groups at ten intervals across the 

stratifying variable continuum (the lower and upper limits of each of the ten intervals are 

presented at the top of each interval). 

STATA: Stata can import data in a variety of formats: 

  This includes ASCII data formats (such as CSV or databank formats) and spreadsheet 

formats (including various Excel formats). Stata's proprietary file formats have changed 

over time, although not every Stata release includes a new dataset format. Every version of 

Stata can read all older dataset formats, and can write both the current and most recent 

previous dataset format, using the same old command. Thus, the current Stata release can 

always open datasets that were created with older versions, but older versions cannot read 

newer format datasets.  In analysing DIF with Mantel Haenszel in STATA, difmh 

calculates the Mantel–Haenszel (MH) 𝜒2 and common odds ratio for dichotomously scored 

items. The MH statistics are used to determine whether an item exhibit uniform differential 

item functioning (DIF) between two observed groups, that is, whether an item favours one 

group relative to the other for all values of the latent trait. To illustrate the MH DIF analysis, 

STATA uses students’ responses that are coded 1 for correct and 0 for incorrect and with 

code 1 for the focal group and 0 for the reference group. The output usually contains the 

Chi2 and Prob. Columns which contain the MH 𝜒2  statistic with the associated significance 
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level. Items exhibit DIF based on a 5% significance level. However, significant statistics 

do not tell us anything about the amount or direction of DIF exhibited by an item. The last 

three columns present the MH common odds ratio with the associated confidence interval. 

A common odds ratio greater than 1 indicates DIF in favour of the focal group. A visual 

examination of the output table sometimes becomes cumbersome even for a moderate 

number of items. It is therefore advisable to ask difmh to display only items whose p-value 

falls below a certain significance level with the maxp (.05) option. 

Identifying DIF 

jMetrik: According to Meyer, identifying DIF involves a combination of statistical and practical 

significance. 

Statistical Measure 

jMetrik: It uses Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel (CMH) Chi-square Statistic which is a chi-square 

statistic that compares the proportions correct across the matching subgroups of persons of the 

same ability. The null hypothesis is that there is no DIF and the expected value of CMH chi-square 

is 1. Alternatively, we assume there is DIF and the expected value of CMH is greater 1.   The value 

3.84 is the .05 critical value. The test is usually two-tailed. One must know that the value of the 

statistic indicates only a difference, not the direction of the difference. 

DIFAS: It provides Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square (MH CHI) which is distributed as chi-square 

with one degree of freedom. Critical values of this statistic are 3.84 for a Type I error rate of 0.05 

and 6.63 for a Type I error rate of 0.01, Mantel-Haenszel Common Log-Odds Ratio (MH LOR)  

is asymptotically normally distributed, Standard Error of the Mantel-Haenszel Common Log-Odds 

Ratio (LOR SE) here is the nonsymmetric estimator, Standardized Mantel-Haenszel Log- 
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Breslow-Day Chi-Square (BD) which test of the trend in odds ratio heterogeneity is distributed as 

chi-square with one degree of freedom. Critical values of this statistic are 3.84 for a Type I error 

rate of 0.05 and 6.63 for a Type I error rate of 0.01. This statistic is effective 

at detecting non-uniform DIF, Combined Decision Rule (CDR) flags any item for which either the 

Mantel-Haenszel chi-square or the Breslow-Day chi-square statistic is significant at a Type I error 

rate of 0.025 (Penfield, 2003). The message OK is printed if neither statistic is significant, and the 

message FLAG is printed if either statistic is significant. 

STATA: The statistic is evaluated against a 𝜒2 distribution with one degree of freedom. A 

significant MH 𝜒2 statistic suggests the presence of DIF in an item, however, the statistic does not 

indicate the amount of DIF. 

Practical Measures 

jMetrick/ STATA: A measure of effect size is determined by the ratio of odds of a person in the 

reference group getting an item correct to the odds of a person in the focal group getting the item 

correct. The rules are No DIF:  Odds ratio is 1, DIF favouring the reference group: > 1 and DIF 

favouring the focal group: < 1. 

DIFAS: A measure of effect size is determined by the log-odds ratio (LOR Z) –divided by the 

estimated standard error. A value greater than 2.0 or less than –2.0 may be considered evidence of 

the presence of DIF. 

ETS delta statistic 

For jMetrik, a transformation of the odds-ratio into a Z-like statistic where no DIF is ETS = 0, DIF 

favouring the reference group as ETS > 0, and DIF favouring the focal group as ETS < 0 are used 

whiles DIFAS uses MH LOR positive values to indicate DIF in favour of the reference group, and 

negative values indicate DIF in favour of the focal groups.  
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Classification of items. 

jMetrik: Meyer describes the following classification scheme. Each item is classified as either A, 

B, or C. A is seen as a good item and Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel (CMH) Chi-square Statistic is < 

3.84, so p-value > .05. Common odds ratio between 0.65 and 1.53 are usually used.  The B is 

classified as a questionable item whiles C is seen as a poor item. Common odds ratio < 0.53 and 

upper bound of CI < .65, i.e., both the item and the confidence interval have to be very low or 

common odds ratio > 1.89 and lower bound of CI > 1.53, i.e., both the item and the confidence 

interval have to be very high. For items with the potential DIF (B or C), the jMetrik program puts 

after the letter (+) if it favours the focal group (-) if it favours the reference group. The jMetrik 

program automatically applies the rules in its output tables. Meyer (2014, p. 75) says, “’ C’ items 

have large amounts of DIF and are of concern.  In most cases, they should be eliminated from a 

test.  The only reason to include a ‘C’ item is if its elimination leads to a problem with content 

validity that is more severe than the problem caused by DIF.” 

DIFAS uses the ETS categorization scheme by (Zieky, 1993) to categorizes items as having small 

(A), moderate (B), and large (C) levels of DIF.  

STATA: This transformation is expressed as Δ𝛼𝑀𝐻= –2.35 ln (𝛼) where 𝛼   is the value of the odds 

ratio, Zwick and Ercikan (1989) proposed the following interpretative rules to evaluate the DIF 

effect size: 1. type A items/negligible DIF: these are items in which Δ𝛼𝑀𝐻<|1|; 2. type B 

items/moderate DIF: items in which |1| ≤ Δ𝛼𝑀𝐻 ≤|1.5| and where MH proved to be statistically 

significant; and 3. type C items/large DIF: items in which DaMH > |1.5| 

and MH proved to be statistically significant. Zwick and Ercikan (1989) point out those type B 

items can be used in the test if there are no others to replace them, whereas type C items, will only 

be selected if they are necessary to achieve test specifications. 
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Comparison of results 

This section presents the results of the comparison between the three programs. The 

jMetrik, DIFAS, and STATA used the same matching strategy (Thin matching), thus jMetrik used 

thin matching which involves all levels of a sum score as well as Stata whiles DIFAS uses the total 

test score obtained from the items selected to be included in the DIF analysis to serve as the 

stratifying variable (matching variable). The jMetrik output includes the item numbers, chi-square 

value, p-value, valid number, Effect size at 95% confidence interval values and the class, thus the 

level of DIF effect. STATA, on the other hand, provides the researcher with the item number, chi-

square value, odd ratio value and 95% confidence interval values whiles the DIFAS output 

includes the item name, Mantel-Haenszel chi-square(MH CHI), Mantel-Haenszel common log-

odds ratio and estimated standard error(MH LOR & LOR SE), Standardized Mantel-Haenszel 

common log-odds ratio(LOR Z), Breslow-Day test of the trend in odds ratio heterogeneity (BD), 

Combined Decision Rule (CDR) and Educational Testing Service (ETS) classification scheme. 

 The results of the analyses will focus on the number of items identified as DIF, the number of 

items that exhibited DIF in favour of male and female students. It will also look at the effect size 

of the items that exhibited DIF. 
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Figure 1: Data output using jMetrik 

Table 2: Results of Gender DIF using jMetrik 

 

Gender 

Effect Size  

Total A B C 

Male 0 7 4 11 

Female 17 5 8 30 
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Total 17 12 12 41 

 

Results from Figure 1 and Table 2 indicate that even though thirty (30) items exhibited DIF 

in favour of females, most of these items (17) exhibited negligible DIF(A). Also, an equal number 

(12) of items exhibited B and C levels of DIF. The items that exhibited B and C levels of DIF give 

indications that the items contain a moderate and large amount of DIF. Meyer (2014, p. 75) says, 

C’ items have large amounts of DIF and are of concern.  In most cases, they should be eliminated 

from a test.  The only reason to include a ‘C’ item is if its elimination leads to a problem with 

content validity that is more severe than the problem caused by DIF.” 
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Figure 2: Data output using DIFAS 

Table 3: Results of Gender DIF using DIFAS 

Gender 

Effect Size 

Total 

A B C 
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Male 8 2 13 23 

Female 9 6 9 24 

Total 17 8 22 47 

 

Figure 2 and Table 3 show that 47 out of 50 items exhibited DIF. Out of the 47 items, 24 

items favoured females while 23 showed DIF in favour of male students.  According to Longford, 

Holland and Thayer (1993) if items are classified as A one can still include the item. If the item is 

classified as level-B one should examine if there are other items one can choose to include in the 

test instead. Finally, an item classified as C should only be chosen if it meets essential 

specifications but documentation and corroboration by a reviewer are required. 
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Figure 2: Data output using STATA 

Table 4: Results of Gender DIF using STATA 

Gender Effect Size Total 

                                                                     

  Q50       34.36       0.0000       0.6461       0.5571       0.7492

  Q49       66.80       0.0000       0.4278       0.3452       0.5302

  Q48       55.72       0.0000       1.6926       1.4679       1.9517

  Q47       22.50       0.0000       0.6836       0.5830       0.8017

  Q46      135.23       0.0000       4.2897       3.3109       5.5579

  Q45      194.27       0.0000       0.2123       0.1670       0.2700

  Q44        0.01       0.9386       1.0144       0.8175       1.2586

  Q43        9.48       0.0021       1.3697       1.1198       1.6754

  Q42        0.12       0.7327       1.0708       0.7752       1.4791

  Q41       56.65       0.0000       0.4776       0.3894       0.5859

  Q40        0.00       0.9794       0.9794       0.6875       1.3951

  Q39       74.34       0.0000       0.3192       0.2417       0.4216

  Q38       17.66       0.0000       0.5676       0.4293       0.7506

  Q37       10.43       0.0012       1.2960       1.1049       1.5201

  Q36        0.14       0.7074       0.9529       0.7583       1.1973

  Q35       13.54       0.0002       1.4554       1.1864       1.7854

  Q34       42.34       0.0000       2.2159       1.7040       2.8816

  Q33        3.03       0.0815       1.2019       0.9710       1.4877

  Q32       42.96       0.0000       0.4654       0.3634       0.5961

  Q31       21.99       0.0000       0.6852       0.5827       0.8057

  Q30       14.56       0.0001       0.7172       0.5997       0.8578

  Q29       50.36       0.0000       1.9517       1.6063       2.3713

  Q28        4.02       0.0449       1.3817       1.0104       1.8894

  Q27       81.39       0.0000       0.4640       0.3902       0.5517

  Q26      211.95       0.0000       0.2932       0.2461       0.3494

  Q25       30.22       0.0000       1.8689       1.4796       2.3606

  Q24        4.29       0.0383       1.3374       1.0215       1.7509

  Q23       29.31       0.0000       0.5054       0.3946       0.6472

  Q22       19.74       0.0000       1.6814       1.3325       2.1217

  Q21       16.15       0.0001       1.8651       1.3606       2.5568

  Q20        0.13       0.7182       0.9413       0.7069       1.2534

  Q19      234.94       0.0000      68.7018      27.5494     171.3264

  Q18       13.73       0.0002       1.5516       1.2194       1.9743

  Q17        2.52       0.1124       1.1036       0.9771       1.2465

  Q16       11.24       0.0008       0.7926       0.6923       0.9076

  Q15      286.79       0.0000      17.8196      11.8589      26.7763

  Q14        9.02       0.0027       0.7766       0.6508       0.9267

  Q13       10.21       0.0014       0.7057       0.5688       0.8756

  Q12      152.53       0.0000       5.1224       3.8652       6.7883

  Q11      186.49       0.0000       0.1507       0.1116       0.2034

  Q10       48.64       0.0000       0.4939       0.4035       0.6045

   Q9       28.08       0.0000       2.0914       1.5598       2.8041

   Q8        0.06       0.8129       1.0351       0.8165       1.3121

   Q7       59.19       0.0000       0.1799       0.1113       0.2908

   Q6       29.58       0.0000       0.3835       0.2655       0.5538

   Q5       61.53       0.0000       0.3520       0.2623       0.4723

   Q4       60.81       0.0000       2.6458       2.0289       3.4503

   Q3        0.00       0.9647       1.0149       0.7763       1.3268

   Q2       17.48       0.0000       1.9904       1.4079       2.8139

   Q1      896.35       0.0000      84.1417      50.7613     139.4728

                                                                     

 Item        Chi2        Prob.   Odds Ratio      [95% Conf. Interval]

Mantel-Haenszel DIF Analysis
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A B C 

Male 6 3 9 21 

Female 6 6 12 21 

Total 12 9 21 42 

 

Results from STATA as shown in Figure 2 and Table 4 indicate that 42 out of 50 items 

exhibited gender DIF. Out of the 42 items that showed DIF, 12 were at the A level and therefore 

can be ignored and be used in assessing students. The results also indicated that 21 items out of 

the 42 were at the C-level which means these items cannot be used to assess students since they 

contain large DIF. 

Table 5: Comparison Results of Gender DIF using jMetrik, DIFAS and STATA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gender 

Number of DIF 

jMetrik DIFAS STATA 

Male 11 23 21 

Female 30 24 21 

Total 41 47 42 

Effect Size 

Number of DIF 

jMetrik DIFAS STATA 

A 17 17 12 

B 12 8 9 

C 12 22 21 
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Table 6: Comparison Results of DIF Effect size using jMetrik, DIFAS nad STATA 

 

It can be seen from Table 5 that, the same results were obtained by each of the jMetrik and 

STATA programs, whiles DIFAS identified 47out of the 50 items as DIF. jMetrik identified more 

DIF items in favour of females (30 items) than males (11 items) whiles STATA identified an equal 

number (21 items) of DIF items for both male and female students.   

Table 6 display the results of the effect size of items identified as DIF for the three software 

programs for evaluating DIF employing the Mantel-Haenszel method. From Table 5, it can be seen 

that DIFAS identified the high number of DIF items followed by STATA and then jMetrik. This 

implies that DIFAS is most sensitive when it comes to the identification of DIF. It is not surprising 

that DIFAS was also the software that exhibits the most C-level of DIF.  

As regards output, jMetrik, STATA and DIFAS show a single table including all the results 

for all the items. One of the most important advantages of STATA and jMetrik over the other 

DIFAS program is the possibility of obtaining a graphical representation of the results, as well as 

being able to view them instantly as the analysis progresses. This means that a pragmatic researcher 

with little training would be able to interpret the results easily. 

In conclusion, the comparison of the results from the three programs showed similarities 

in results were obtained using a thin matching strategy. In the case of STATA, its output did not 

include the effect size statistics.  Items 3, 20, 40, 42 and 44 were not flagged by STATA and 

jMetrik software, while other items, such as 41, 43 and 45 (free of DIF), were flagged by DIFAS. 

Items 8, 17, 33 and 36 were also flagged by STATA and items 2,14, and 23 were flagged jMetrik. 

Finally, the different results provided by DIFAS, jMetrik and STATA can be attributed to how the 

Total 41 47 42 
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program implemented the thin matching strategy. The features of each software program have 

been shown to help the researcher choose depending on their interests. 
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